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a b s t r a c t

This paper shows the use of consistent variational modelling to obtain and verify an
accurate model for uni-directional surface water waves. Starting from Luke’s variational
principle for inviscid irrotational water flow, Zakharov’s Hamiltonian formulation is
derived to obtain a description in surface variables only. Keeping the exact dispersion
properties of infinitesimal waves, the kinetic energy is approximated. Invoking a uni-
directionalization constraint leads to the recently proposed AB-equation, a KdV-type
of equation that is also valid on infinitely deep water, that is exact in dispersion for
infinitesimal waves, and that is second order accurate in the wave height. The accuracy
of the model is illustrated for two different cases. One concerns the formulation of steady
periodic waves as relative equilibria; the resulting wave profiles and the speed are good
approximations of Stokeswaves, even for theHighest StokesWave on deepwater. A second
case shows simulations of severely distorting downstream running bi-chromatic wave
groups; comparison with laboratory measurements show good agreement of propagation
speeds and of wave and envelope distortions.

© 2009 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Surface waves on a layer of incompressible, inviscid fluid in irrotational motion, are described by Luke’s variational
principle [1]. The formulation of the wave dynamics as a Hamiltonian system in variables on the surface only, leading to a
spatial reduction,was found in [2–4].We briefly describe in Section 2 how this Hamiltonian structure is a direct consequence
of Luke’s principle (see also Chapter 6 in [5]). This special structure makes it possible, or is at least helpful, to study the basic
properties of surface waves. But the special structure is also helpful to guide the design of simplified models that have a
similar variational structure and thereby inherit the consequential properties. We show this in this paper for the so-called
AB-equation, [6]. It is a uni-directional equation, just like the classical KdV-equation. However, the AB-equation has the
exact dispersion of infinitesimal waves, and is second order accurate in the wave height. This last property means that
the dispersion is correctly incorporated in the quadratic terms. Even more so, different from all other known KdV-type of
equations, the AB-equation is also valid on infinitely deep water. Then the four quadratic contributions of the equation are
all of the same ‘order’ of dispersion, while for shallower water only two are significant. The derivation of the equation from
the canonical action principle is briefly described in Section 3. We show two very different cases to illustrate its accuracy. In
Section 4we investigate the relative equilibria that are obtained as extremizers of the energy at level sets of themomentum.
These are the steadily propagating travelling waves, the variants of the KdV-cnoidal waves for periodic profiles. We show in
particular that the Highest StokesWave on infinitely deepwater, which has a profile with a 120-degree corner at the crest, is
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well approximated by an AB-relative equilibrium. In Section 5we consider the signalling problem of nonlinear bi-chromatic
waves on a layer of finite depth. Because no theoretical (approximate) descriptions of the large nonlinear distortions are
known, we compare with real-life measurements and show a remarkably good agreement. Finally in Section 6 we finish
with some remarks.

2. Variational formulation of exact surface wave equations

We use the following notational conventions. The vertical z-axis points opposite to the direction of gravity; the
gravitational constant of acceleration is denoted by g , which is assumed to be constant. Together with two horizontal
directions x = (x, y) this forms a Cartesian coordinate system. The surface elevation is denoted by η (x, t) and measured
from some reference level z = 0. The depth (assumed to be time independent for simplicity) is given by h (x) so that
the bathymetry is described by z = −h (x). The fluid velocity in the interior is denoted by U. For irrotational flow, curl
U ≡ ∇3 × U = 0, a fluid velocity potential Φ is introduced: U = ∇3Φ = (∇Φ, ∂zΦ). Here and in the following ∇ denotes
the operator in the horizontal spatial directions, and ∇3 = (∇, ∂z).
Our starting point is the following somewhat underestimated result.

Luke’s variational formulation ([1]) The basic equations for the gravity driven irrotational motion of a layer of incompressible
fluid with a free surface follow from the dynamic variational principle

CritΦ,η

∫
P (Φ, η) dt where P (Φ, η) =

∫
dx
[∫ η

−h

{
∂tΦ +

1
2
|∇3Φ|

2
+ gz

}
dz
]
.

The variables in this variational principle are the surface elevation η (depending on the two horizontal dimensions) and
the fluid potential Φ inside the fluid, so depending on horizontal and the vertical dimension. We will now show how to
-formally- reduce this to a description in variables on the surface only, thereby obtaining a spatial reduction to horizontal
dimensions only. This reduction is an essential improvement for using ideas from dynamical systems and for finding
approximate models for analysis and numerical implementations.
Reformulation for dimension reduction
For the reduction procedure, we use as basic quantities the surface elevation η (x, t) and the free surface potential

φ (x, t) := Φ (x, z = η (x, t) , t) .

The choice of this last variable is motivated by the fact that prescribing the surface potential, the solution of the interior
Laplace problem is uniquely determined. Hence, assuming this interior problem is solved for arbitrary surface potential, the
reduction is achieved.
Next we define the kinetic energy as a functional in these basic quantities:K (φ, η). This can be achieved by writing this

kinetic energy as the value function of the following minimization problem

K (φ, η) = min
Φ
{K (Φ, η) |Φ = φ at z = η} (1)

where we use the notation

K (Φ, η) :=
∫
dx
∫ η

−h

1
2
|∇3Φ|

2 dz.

Indeed, a minimizing function Φ satisfies the linear problem for the Laplace equation with the impermeable bottom
boundary condition and the prescribed surface valueΦ = φ at z = η.
Using the identity

∫ η
−h ∂tΦdz = ∂t

(∫ η
−hΦdz

)
− φ∂tη, Luke’s pressure functional P (Φ, η) can be rewritten as

P (Φ, η) =

∫
dx
[∫ η

−h

{
∂tΦ +

1
2
|∇3Φ|

2
+ gz

}
dz
]

= −

[∫
φ∂tηdx−K (φ, η)−

∫
1
2
g
(
η2 − h2

)
dx
]
+ ∂t

∫
dx
∫ η

−h
Φdz.

In this expression, we recognize the potential energy that depends only on the surface elevation:
∫ {∫ n

−h gzdz
}
dx =

∫ 1
2g(η

2

− h2)dx.
We omit the constant contribution,

∫
h2dx, disregard the unimportant term at the boundary of the time interval, and

introduce the so-called Hamiltonian (functional)

H (φ, η) = K (φ, η)+

∫
1
2
gη2dx. (2)

Note that this Hamiltonian is, just as in Classical Mechanics, the total energy, i.e. the sum of the kinetic and potential energy.
With these preparations, we observe that Luke’s variational principle can be rewritten in an equivalent way by replacing
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the variations in Φ in Luke’s principle in a consistent and equivalent way by arbitrary variations in φ. This then lead to the
variational principle

Critφ,η

∫
dt
{∫

φ∂tηdx−H (φ, η)

}
. (3)

This can be recognized as the canonical action principle, the generalization of similar principles in Classical Mechanics to
infinite dimensions with the variables η and φ taking the role of spatially dependent canonical ‘position’ and ‘momentum’
variable, andH (φ, η) the Hamiltonian.
As a consequence, since Luke’s principle leads to the correct surface wave equations, the transformation to the canonical

action principle gives an alternative but equivalent description. The governing equations, obtained by variationswith respect
to φ and η in the action principle, are the Hamilton equations (in potential form), explicitly given by:

∂tη = δφH (φ, η) , ∂tφ = −δηH (φ, η) .

This is a concise derivation of the Zakharov’s equations [2].
Approximate models by variational restriction
The reformulation of Luke’s principle above leads to a formulation in Hamiltonian formwith basic variables that depend

only on x and t but not on z anymore. The Hamiltonian contains the kinetic energy functional K , defined by (1), which
cannot be expressed explicitly in the basic variables. This is the essential problem of surface wave theory.
Approximate, variationally consistent, models can be obtained by looking for approximations of this kinetic energy,

Kapprox (φ, η). Having chosen such an approximation, the corresponding approximate Hamiltonian will lead to the
approximate Hamilton equations. Staying with an approximation within the variational structure has the advantage that all
special properties that are a consequence of the variational form are retained. It should be kept in mind that this procedure
does not guarantee that the approximate model is also accurate; that will depend on the quality of the approximate kinetic
energy functional for the class of waves under investigation. Approximations can be of various kind, but all are based on
the idea to restrict the waves to a class (for instance small amplitude and/or long waves, etc.) that contains the waves
one is interested in. By doing this, one accepts that other type of motions will not be represented well and that spurious
waves may be introduced. Verification afterward that a specific approximate motion satisfies the predefined required
assumptions is therefore essential and replaces in practice the cumbersome – often impossible – mathematical justification
of the approximation.
Two ‘extreme’ cases of approximations are the following.
Shallow water equations are obtained if one assumes that the wavelength is much larger than the depth of the layer. Then

vertical fluid motions are ignored, with the consequence that all dispersive effects are ignored. Taking this approximation
in the kinetic energy integral, this leads to the approximation given by

KSWE =
1
2

∫
(η + h) |∇φ|2 dx

and to the Hamilton equations in potential form

∂tη = −∇. [(h+ η)∇φ] , ∂tφ = −gη − |∇φ|2 /2.

The first equation is the continuity equation expressing mass conservation, the second equation is Bernoulli’s equation at
the surface with approximation of the squared velocity. Restricting, furthermore, to waves of small amplitudes, one arrives
at the linearised SWE

∂tη = −∇. [h∇φ] , ∂tφ = −gη,

which can be written as the well known second order equation

∂2t η = ∇.
[
c2∇η

]
, with c =

√
gh.

Linear wave theory is another special case. Then it is assumed that bottom variations and surface elevations are small
compared to other dimensions. This leads to linear equations that take vertical fluid motion into account. The resulting
linear equations describe dispersive properties of small amplitude waves above horizontal bottom. Indeed, for a flat bottom
and a horizontal still water level, using Fourier methods, the kinetic energy can be written down explicitly. To that end we
introduce a pseudo-differential operator A which is defined by its symbol which is given for a wave vector k with length
k = |k| by

Â (k) = ik
√
tanh (kh) /k;

note that defined in this way, A is a skew-symmetric, real operator. Then the kinetic energy is

Klin =
1
2

∫
(Aφ)2 dx
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and the linear equations are

∂tη = −A2φ, ∂tφ = −gη,

equivalent with the second order equation

∂2t η = gA
2η.

This shows that A is up to the constant
√
g precisely the dispersion operator, since the dispersion relation for infinitesimal

plane waves (modes) of the form exp i (k·x− ωt) is known to be given by

ω2 = gk tanh (kh) .

The above are two ‘extreme’ cases: SWE that ignore dispersive effects and is exact in the nonlinearity, and linear
theory that models dispersion exactly but completely ignores nonlinear effects. In view of many applications that deal with
situations that are in between the two severe assumptions underlying these models, one is interested in other models that
in some ‘order’ combine nonlinear and dispersive effects. The next section shows a specific example.

3. Derivation of the uni-directional AB-equation

This section concernswaves varying in time and in one horizontal direction only, say in the x-direction.We consider both
cases of a horizontal bottom and an infinitely deep layer of water. We start to introduce the uni-directionalization method
for the linear equations, after which we will derive the approximate AB-equation for nonlinear equations.
Exact uni-directionalization for linear equations In the simplest model, non-dispersive and linear, the equation for the
surface elevation reads

(
∂2t − c

2∂2x
)
η = 0, with general solution η (x, t) = f (x− ct)+g (x+ ct). Here, f and g are arbitrary

profile functions, and f (x− ct) denotes the wave running undisturbed in shape to the right and similarly g (x+ ct) running
to the left. An initial hump released without initial velocity will split precisely in two: one to the right, the other to the left,
eachwith half of the initial elevation height. If the hump is confined in space, after some time the twoparts are separated, and
it is tempting to look for the equation that describes only the right travelling part. For the simple equation above, this is easy.
It is the first order uni-directional equation given by (∂t + c∂x) η = 0. We observe that the possibility to split the two waves
is based on the fact that ∂2t − c

2∂2x = (∂t + c∂x) (∂t − c∂x) = (∂t − c∂x) (∂t + c∂x). Of course, this is only true provided c is
constant, i.e. for horizontal bottom. A non-flat bottom leads to c depending on x, and waves cannot be split exactly: a wave
initially travelling to the right will be partly reflected, leading to a right travelling wave, etc; then uni-directionalization can
at best be approximate. The same applies when the equation is nonlinear.
As a direct generalization of the above case, uni-directionalization is possible for any linear dispersive wave equation

(with constant coefficients). For a dispersion operator L, the equation
(
∂2t − L

2
)
η = 0 can bewritten as (∂t + L) (∂t − L) η =

0, and the uni-directional equations are (∂t ± L) η = 0.
We will use this generalization in the following for L =

√
gA with A as above for infinitesimal waves. We observe

that since the original equations are given by ∂tη = −A2φ0, and ∂tφ0 = −gη, for uni-directional waves satisfying(
∂t +
√
gA
)
η = 0 the potential and elevation are related by

φ0 =
√
gA−1η. (4)

We here introduced the subscript for φ0 to remember that this is the potential at the flat surface according to linear theory.
Uni-directionalization by restriction of the action principle It is useful to derive the dynamic equation in a different way
using the canonical action principle for the linear problem:

Critφ,η

∫
dt
{∫

φ0∂tηdx−Hlin (φ0, η)

}
whereHlin (φ0, η) =

1
2

∫
(Aφ0)2 dx+

∫ 1
2gη

2dx. By restriction to the set φ0 =
√
gA−1η one gets

Critη

∫
dt
{∫
√
gA−1η∂tηdx−Huni (η)

}
with

Huni (η) =

∫
gη2dx.

This restricted canonical action principle leads to the correct equation for η as found above:
(
∂t +
√
gA
)
η = 0. Note that

the Hamiltonian Huni, being the sum of potential and kinetic energy, is precisely twice the potential energy, expressing
equipartition of energy as is known for linear equations.
Derivation of the AB-equation Following the derivation in Van Groesen & Andonowati, [6], we use the above method to
incorporate nonlinear effects. The basic idea is to use the fluid potential at the free surface φ0 as auxiliary variable and
approximate the potential above the still water level with a few Taylor terms. To that end we introduce the vertical velocity
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at the still water level W0 := ∂zΦ (x, z = 0, t). Then we have for instance Φ (x, z, t) = φ0 + zW0 + O(z2). According to
linear theory it holds thatW0 = −A2φ0.
We now consider the approximation for the kinetic energy. This is done by splitting the kinetic energy in a term up to

the still water level and a term accounting for the actual surface elevation as

K =
∫∫ z=0 1

2
|∇Φ|2 dzdx+

∫∫ z=η

z=0

1
2
|∇Φ|2 dzdx.

The first term is the term of linear theory,
∫∫ z=0 1

2 |∇Φ|
2 dzdx =

∫ 1
2 (Aφ0)

2 dx. Imposing the uni-directionalization restric-
tion (4), we find the quadratic expressionHuni of linear theory as could be expected.
For the other term we take the approximation∫∫ z=η

z=0

1
2
|∇Φ|2 dzdx =

1
2

∫
η
[
(∂xφ0)

2
+W 20 + O(η3)

]
dx.

This approximation is motivated by the Taylor expansion of the potential near the still water level, together with the uni-
directionalization restriction which relates φ0 to the surface elevation. This explains the order term, where, here and in
the following, we will use the order symbol to denote the lowest degree of the polynomial in the surface height and all
its derivatives. Imposing the uni-directionalization restriction, one gets the cubic terms in an explicit way; the restricted
Hamiltonian which is correct up to and including the third order is then found to be

H̄ (η) = g
∫ [

η2 +
1
2
η
{
(Aη)2 + (Bη)2

}]
dx.

Here we have introduced for notational simplicity the symmetric operator B = ∂xA−1.
To implement the same restriction in the action, we use φ = φ0 + ηW0 + O(η3), which results into∫∫

φ ∂tηdxdt =
√
g
∫∫ [

A−1η − η Aη
]
∂tηdxdt.

Although correct, the expression η Aη ∂tη will lead to rather complicated expressions. We will simplify this term by taking
the lowest order approximation for ∂tη = −

√
gAη + O

(
η2
)
, so that∫

√
g
[
A−1η − η Aη

]
∂tηdx =

∫ [√
gA−1η ∂tη + gη (Aη)2

]
dx.

Then we can rewrite the action principle as

AAB (η) =

∫ [∫
√
gA−1η ∂tηdx− HAB (η)

]
dt (5)

where the modified Hamiltonian HAB contains a term from the original action and is given by

HAB (η) = g
∫ [

η2 +
1
2
η
{
(Bη)2 − (Aη)2

}]
dx. (6)

The resulting equation δAAB (η) = 0 reads

∂tη = −
A
2
√
g
δHAB (η) . (7)

This equation was called the AB-equation in [6] because of the distinct role of the operators A and B that appear in the full
expression of the equation:

∂tη = −
√
gA
[
η +

1
4
(Bη)2 +

1
2
B (ηBη)−

1
4
(Aη)2 +

1
2
A (ηAη)

]
. (8)

The dispersive properties are clearly present in the four quadratic terms through the operators A and B. This dispersion
applies for all depths, including the limit for infinite depth. For infinite depth, the operators are given by their limiting
expressions by

Â(k) = i sign(k)
√
|k|, B̂(k) =

√
|k|.

From this it becomes clear that all 4 terms in the AB-equation are of the same dispersive order. On the other hand, for
shallower water, Â(k) ≈ ik

√
h, B̂(k) ≈ 1/

√
h, and the ‘A-terms’ are negligible compared to the ‘B-terms’:

∂tη ≈ −
√
gA
[
η +

3
4h
η2
]
. (9)
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This result is close to the classical KdV-equation, see below.
In all the preceding steps, the total action functional has been approximated correctly up to and including cubic terms in

wave height. As a consequence, the AB-equation is second order accurate in the wave height and applicable both for finite
depth dispersion and for infinite depth dispersion.
The AB-equation is a generalised Hamiltonian dynamical equation, since the cosymplectic operator A is skew-symmetric.

As an immediate consequence, the total energy is conserved for solutions

∂tHAB (η) = 0.

Moreover, since A is space independent, the equation is translation-invariant. This continuous symmetry corresponds to
another conserved functional, the momentum functional

M =
√
g
∫
η.Bηdx. (10)

This functional is the restriction of the corresponding momentum functional of the exact equations, which is
∫
η.∂xφdx.

With this momentum functional, the AB-equation can also be written in the way of Benjamin [7] as ∂tδM (η) = −∂xδH (η);
hence solutions have a constant center of mass velocity.
Approximations
Within the restriction to second order accuracy in the wave height, the AB-equation is valid for waves of all wavelength

since the operators A, B lead to exact dispersion relation for small waves. There are many other uni-directional wave
equations that are derived under specific restrictions for the wavelength/depth ratio; this is the reason that such
approximations have only been derived for finite depths. For finite depth, the non-rational pseudo-differential operators
A, B can be expanded and truncated to a certain order. In that way, many approximations can be derived from the AB-
equation in a consistent way. One of these is the most famous uni-directional equation, the one named after Korteweg & de
Vries, the classical KdV-equation [8]. The equation and its standard Hamiltonian structure are given by

∂tη = −c0∂x

[(
1+

h2

6
∂2x

)
η +

3
4h
η2
]

= −c0∂xδHKdV for HKdV =
∫ [

1
2
η2 −

h2

12
(∂xη)

2
+
1
4h
η3
]
dx; (11)

This coincides with the result (9) by taking the approximation Â(k) ≈ ik
√
h acting on the nonlinear terms, and a next order

expansion Â(k) ≈ ik
√
h(1 − (hk)2)/6 acting on the linear term. Although such ‘uncontrolled’ approximations may easily

destroy the variational structure, in this case the final result, the KdV-equation, is a Hamiltonian system again. See [6] for
further examples of consistent approximations that may be useful in cases of less stringent conditions on wavelength or
amplitude.

4. Steady periodic waves

Looking for the existence and shape of steady waves was an important motivation for research in the nineteenth century
(the search for the ‘wave of elevation’) and continued in the twentieth century. The main motivation in the 1895 paper
of Korteweg and de Vries was to investigate this existence matter. The existence and explicit formulation of steady finite
energy solutions (later called solitons) and periodic (cnoidal) waves was their contribution to this issue, providing a positive
answer about existence in the approximation of the one-way directional KdV-equation. Existence of periodic waves (for the
full wave equation) has been investigated in the twentieth century by many scientists; see for instance Craig et al. [9]. Of
relevance for this section are approximations of the periodic wave shapes using expansion methods (in amplitude, Fourier
modes, etc,) as have been derived to a high degree of accuracy by Rienecker & Fenton [10].
Among the steady periodic solutions, one is exceptional. It occurs on infinitely deep water, and, while the other profiles

are smooth, this special one, the Highest StokesWave (HSW), is a Stokes wavewith a profile that has a corner of 120 degrees
in the crest. It was shown recently by Rainey & Longuet-Higgins [11] that in a good approximation, HSW has the profile of
a catenary, i.e. can be written as a hyperbolic cosine curve in between two successive crests. The appearance of a cornered
profile indicates a certain singularity in the governing description, since any non-smoothness in an initial profile will be
resolved by dispersion in regular dispersive nonlinear equations with differential operators.
General Hamiltonian theory about Relative Equilibria implies that by looking for extremizers of the Hamiltonian H on

level sets of the momentumM , the extremizers are the profiles of steady waves, and that the multiplier µ in the governing
equation δH = µδM is the speed of that profile. We will use this characterization in the next subsection to characterize
Stokes waves with the AB-model. Since the AB-equation can also describe waves on infinitely deep water, we will consider
that case and investigate the HSW.
AB-relative equilibria and the highest stokes wave
Below we formulate the RE-problem and calculate the profiles and speeds. We show that these RE are very close to the

set of Rienecker & Fenton solutions for all values of the momentum until values close to the HSW value. We will also show
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Fig. 1. The left plot shows the Momentum (horizontal) versus the Hamiltonian, with the curve of Relative Equilibria of the AB-equation (16 modes:
REAB(16)). The dot corresponds to the values of the Highest Stokes Wave (HSW). The curve of the Rienecker & Fenton approximations with 64 modes
(dashed) is hidden but becomes visible when zooming in as done in the middle plot. In the right plot the speed is shown as function of momentum for
waves with momentum near the HSW.
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Fig. 2. In the left plot the HSW as given by the catenary description, and for the same value of momentum the Relative Equilibria for the AB-equation with
2 and 16 modes, and the Rienecker & Fenton wave with 64 modes are shown. The right plot is a zoom-in near the crest.

how well the HSW is approximated. All these results confirm that, at least for these steady solutions, the approximate
Hamiltonian and Momentum are rather accurate, providing relatively simple approximations of these integrals of the
full surface wave problem. The explicit expression may make these integrals also useful for further advanced functional
analytic investigations.
We consider periodic waves of fundamental period 2π and zero average

∫
ηdx = 0. Taking the crest at x = 0 mod(2π),

we look for solutions of the RE-equation in the form of a truncated Fourier series. With a an amplitude parameter, we look
for solutions as

ηN = a cos x+ a2
[
ΣNk=2βk cos (kx)

]
.

Restricting the Hamiltonian and Momentum to this set, we arrive at functions HN and MN of p = (a, β2, . . . , βN) and the
RE-equation becomes

∇pHN = µN∇pMN ,

which corresponds to the Galerkin projected equation δH = µδM .
Splitting the Hamiltonian in a quadratic and cubic part, HAB = H(2) + H(3) it can be observed that H

(3)
AB (a cos (kx)) = 0,

which implies that the energy for Fourier expansions as above does not contain terms of third orderHAB
(
a cos x+ a2v

)
/g =

1
2a
2
+ O

(
a4
)
. Also, since δH(3) (a cos (kx)) = 1

2ga
2 cos (2kx), the second order Stokes contribution appears immediately:

δHAB (a cos x) /g = 2a cos x+ 1
2a
2 cos (2x).

In Fig. 1 we show in the Momentum–Hamiltonian plane the curve of AB-Relative Equilibria for approximations of Stokes
waves with 16 modes; the tangent at a point to this curve is the propagation speed of the RE at that point. Also shown is
the one-term approximation of the HSW by Rainey & Longuet-Higgins, indicated by a dot; for this solution ak = 0.36. In
Fig. 2 the profile is shown of the AB-RE with the same momentum as HSW. Besides the one-term approximation by Rainey
& Longuet-Higgins, the 2 and 16 mode AB-relative equilibria are plotted, together with a zoom-in near the crest. In all these
plots, also the results for the Rienecker& Fenton (RF) solutions with 64 Fourier modes (dashed line) are shown.
Dynamic simulations
Dynamic simulations have beenperformedwith a high order pseudo-spectral implementation, for calculations overmore

than 100 wavelengths. As expected, all AB-RE travel virtually undisturbed at constant speed for RE’s approximated with
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at least 6 modes. Also the HSW-profile travels for the AB-dynamics with only a small breathing undisturbed in shape. The
speeds of these solutions are equal: the tops remain in a small neighbourhood of each other, with small periodic oscillations.
Discussion and conjecture
The results presented above are for Stokes waves on infinitely deep water, for which no other equation of KdV-type

exists but the AB-model. The profiles as well as the dynamics with AB provide reliable good results, even for the HSW. For
parameter values larger than those for the HSW, the numerical scheme does not converge anymore; a similar problem is
encountered with the RF-solution technique. This may indicate that such periodic solutions may not exist for these large
parameter values.
The results above lead to the conjecture that HSW is a singular solution, not ‘connected’ to smooth periodic steadywaves;

for the AB-model this shows itself from the fact that HSW is not on the AB-curve of RE. The conjecture is supported by the
results in [12,13] for the NLS- and KdV-equation that maximal crest solutions for prescribed Momentum and Hamiltonian
are ‘cornered’ REs, also in a (one-sided) neighbourhood of the RE-curve. A similar analysis for the AB-equation has not been
done yet, but could give more substance to the claim that HSW is isolated and has just ‘accidentally’ the simple steady
dynamics, which means that dispersion does not eliminate the corner as in other cases.

5. Bi-chromatic wave groups

A steady wave as in the above subsection is an interplay between dispersive and nonlinear effects; only when in perfect
balance, the wave will propagate without distortion. More complicated than a single wave, is the nonlinear dispersive
behaviour of a group of waves. Then successive waves interact with each other, exchanging energy between waves further
on, etc. This also takes place in arbitrary nonlinear dispersive wave fields, but is better noticeable when the waves are
clustered in a group that is recognizable by an envelope. Wewill consider the wave group that is known as the bi-chromatic
wave, or the beat pattern, the result of interference of two harmonic waves of the same amplitude but with slightly different
wavelength. Nonlinearity will largely distort the beat pattern, in a way that cannot be described analytically. We will
therefore show simulations with the AB-equation and compare the results with real-life measurements in one of the 200 m
long wave tanks of the hydrodynamic laboratory MARIN, [14,15].
Influx
For comparison with the experiments, the bi-chromatic evolution is simulated by specifying a time signal at a single point;
this is a simple model for the wave generation by a moving wave flap in the laboratory.
We describe this signalling problem by a localized source. Similar to the signalling in the non-dispersive equation,

∂tη + c∂xη = cδ (x− x0) s (t) that produces the solution η (x, t) = H (x− x0) .s (t − (x− x0) /c) for any signal s (t), for
the linear AB-equation the signal s (t) at x0 is obtained with the source

∂tη +
√
gAη = s (t) .Vδ (x− x0)

where V is the pseudo-differential operator with symbol the group velocity: V̂ (k) = −i∂kÂ (k).
We take the same source as influx for the nonlinear simulations with the AB-equation, so we do not apply ‘second order

steering’, just as was done in the laboratory experiments.
Numerical simulations Calculations have been performedwith a high order pseudo-spectral implementation, using 1024*3
modes for calculations over more than 150 wavelengths, for a time period of 400 s and on a spatial interval of 800 m length.
Just as in the experiment, we take the input at x = 0 and provide there the initial signal

s(t) = a.R(t).[cos(ω−t)+ cos(ω+t)].

Here R(t) is a ramp function to smoothen the initial start-up in the first wave group. The parameters of this initial signal
were taken such as to match the signal of the experimental data at x = 10m as good as possible. Except for a time shift, they
were found to be: a = 0.0825 andω+ = 3.3068, ω− = 3.1408. Without any other adjustments, the downstream evolution
was sampled at the same measurements positions of the laboratory, providing time signals at each location. These time
signals are shown in Fig. 3, at the left the measured time signals and at the right the corresponding signals calculated with
the AB-dynamics.
The wave group evolution was simulated on a large domain of 800 m, much larger than the 200 m length of the tank.

A snapshot of the simulated spatial wave field at t = 325 s is shown in Fig. 4. Except the waves, shown are also (dotted)
‘curves’, indicating the maximal and minimal surface elevation at a certain position:

MTC(x) := max
0≤t≤400

η(x, t), MTT (x) := min
0≤t≤400

η(x, t).

To prevent that smoothing influences the results, the ’curves’ are shown by the calculated values, which show variations
because of the restricted time interval.
Discussion
The experimental results may have been disturbed by (small) reflections from the (absorbing) beach at the end of the

wave tank, and maybe more so by the fact that ‘breaking waves have been observed’, as was written in the report of the
experiment, [14,15]. Nevertheless, the AB-simulations show a remarkably good agreement, capturing the major aspects of
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Fig. 3. Comparison between experiments in a wave tank of 5 m depth and 200 m long in the MARIN hydrodynamic laboratory and simulations with
the AB-equation. A linear bi-chromatic signal is generated at x = 0 by a laboratory wave flap and prescribed by a source term in the AB-equation. The
downstream running waves in the positive x-direction are measured and captured at various positions providing the surface elevation as time signals, for
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Fig. 4. A snapshot of the wave field at t = 325 s on the left shows the waves and the ‘curves’ of maximal temporal crest height and of minimal temporal
through depth. The wave signal at the position of maximal wave height at 218.4 m is shown on the right.

the substantial envelope deformations caused by nonlinearmode-energy exchange. The speed of the simulatedwaves turns
out to be approximately 3% faster than in the experiment. In the simulations the largest wave is found at approximately
218.4 m, with a crest height of 0.38, an amplification of almost 2.2 compared to the crest height at the initial position. The
plot of the spatial wave field seems to indicate that the phase-singularities disappear further downstream. This may be an
effect of the AB-model or of the numerics: the smallest waves, and not the largest, are actually most difficult to represent
correctly. This has to be investigated further, because it may have a serious impact on the further evolution.
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6. Conclusions

Wesummarize and comment on themain results presented in this paper. The straightforward derivation of the Zakharov’
Hamiltonian formulation directly from Luke’s pressure principle showed the elimination of the vertical flow dependence at
the cost of introducing the non-local kinetic energy expressed in surface quantities. Approximating this functional provides
the framework of consistent modelling by retaining the essential variational structure. We derived the AB-equation by
invoking a uni-directionalization constraint in the action principle. Peculiarities of this KdV-type of equation are that it is
possible to deal with waves on infinitely deep water, that the exact dispersive properties for infinitesimal waves is retained
by using pseudo-differential operators, and that the quadratic nonlinear terms include correct dispersive contributions. The
different order of these quadratic termsmakes it clear why commonly derived KdV-models are not valid on deep water; the
AB-equation includes terms that are small for finite bottom but are essential at infinite depth, with all terms including the
square root differential operator that cannot be accurately approximated with differential operators.
It should be noted that this AB-equation is expressed in the relevant physical variables. This makes it difficult to compare

it with the exact description of surface water waves after having applied a conformal mapping as suggested by Dyachenko
et al.; see [16] and the references therein. Yet, a thorough investigation in the relation could lead to more exact statements
about the accuracy of the AB-equation.
The generalised Hamiltonian form of the equation was used to investigate Relative Equilibria. Even the most extreme

case of the Highest Stokes Wave is remarkably well modelled by the equation.
A simple, straightforward and very fast pseudo-spectral implementation was used to simulate the downstream

distortions of a bi-chromatic wave group. The influx source contains the group velocity operator, which seems to be new
and somewhat surprising to us; if desired, the influx can be extended to a second order steering method. The comparison
of simulated time signals with measurements at the same position show qualitatively the same large nonlinear distortions.
Quantitatively, the accuracy of the envelope translation is remarkably good with a 3% error; this is without any ad hoc
adaptations to account for a mean mass flow in the closed basin of the laboratory. This implicitly implies that the third
order effects giving rise to quadratic contributions in the nonlinear phase and group velocity are rather well represented
by the AB-equation. This may be expected since the quadratic terms in the AB-equation are accurate and the third order is
determined by interactions of second order and first order effects.
The AB-equation will be further exploited to study low dimensional models of wave group evolutions, including waves

on finite background as in [17–19], and the role of wave dislocations (see [20]). Because of the accurate results and short
calculation times, various applications for operations in hydrodynamic laboratories and for positioning of large oil tankers
are foreseen.
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